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Gravity Table
Our Gravity Table is an inclusive and
energetic open-ended resource ideal for
Nursery School Gardens. Provided with
a set of Artifical Grass-Topped Steps,
every 2 to 4-year-old Nursery child can
participate in fascinating scientific play,
without exclusion due to height.

Get Set, Go! Blocks
‘Get Set, Go!’ with these movable blocks
that bring open-ended active play value
to your setup. Your small people will be
excited by a range of challenges as they
jump, step and climb from one to the
next and build confidence in their gross
motor skills.
The holds on the sides not only help
you to reposition each block, they also
provide a helping hand to those who are
just finding their feet.

Walk & Talk
Seating Circle
Our Walk and Talk Circle is made up of
movable, open-ended sensory seats which
create an environment that encourages group
conversation, the development of language
and social skills.
Children enjoy the social and sensory aspect
of these seats, simply looking and talking
through the slats. Active play can also take
place as children step from one seat height to
the next, around the outside of the seats or
even the inside.

Hill Den
Create a comfortable space within your
Nursery Garden for your babies and
toddlers to explore or relax with our cosy
hill den. Perfect for outdoor tummy time
for those who have not yet found their feet
while older children will enjoy exploring the
wonderful features our nursery den has to
offer.
Den Making Holes within the arch provides
the perfect area to hang mobiles and other
objects.
Fun bubble windows ensure the den is welllit with natural light and give an exciting
unique look that enhances children’s view of
the outdoor space.

Pinnacle Hill
Climber
Our Pinnacle Hill Climber is an introductory
climbing frame for nursery children to begin
building their climbing confidence and
prepare for large physical challenges in EYFS
and Key Stage 1. There are flexible entry and
exit points, multiple crossing points and ways
to climb and traverse around the challenge.
Unlike our other Log Climbing Frames , our
Pinnacle Hill Climbing Frame is designed
specifically for nursery children aged 2 and a
half to four years old.

Water or Sand Table
on wheels
Young toddlers will gather around the table to engage
in communal child-led messy play and conversation;
enhancing their communication, language and social
skills as well as beginning to develop their sense of
touch.
Introducing a sturdy, Movable Water/Sand table into
your Nursery garden allows all children to play while
standing. This reduces any feeling of frustration and
enables children to become inclusive and cooperative.
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